There are several reasons why transition from the Foundation Stage to Key Stage 1 is not effective. One is the misleading use of the term 'formal learning' which is applied to children moving into Key Stage 1. This has influenced practice in some schools, where there is more teacher control and less child autonomy. The result is Year 1 children who say, It is not only children who are unhappy with the interpretation of formal learning in Key Stage 1. Parents don't like it either. One parent told me about her concerns when her daughter moved into Year 1.
'When Katie was in the Reception class she loved it at school. It carried on from the nursery really but one change was that we had things to do at home. 'At first I was worried, but they were great fun things. I remember 'make a den' and 'find the biggest potato' which we could all be part of. We even used to have meetings for parents about some of the things, with suggestions. We had fun with the things we did. There was no pressure. Now it's all words, worksheets and sitting. Looking back will result in year 1 children being in a learning environment that is familiar to them because it will continue to have, for example,:
• opportunities for role play, sand and water, outdoor play, • dual language displays, • notice boards for parents, • a welcoming approach to parents, • staff working together, well organised • well organised, accessible resources.
Familiar experiences and children
Effective transition from the Foundation Stage to Key Stage 1 not only allows Year 1 children to work in a familiar environment but they will also have familiar experiences which include, for example:
• learning through first hand experience
• being listened to
• being observed
• high-quality play
• outdoor provision
• sand and water
• construction
• using all their senses
• freedom to move
• opportunities to work at length and depth
• links in their learning
• learning which is purposeful and has real meaning
• well organised and accessible resources available for children to choose themselves
• opportunities to initiate activities and enquiries and follow up their own interests
• whole school support.
As well as familiar environments and familiar experiences children in schools where transition from Foundation Stage to Key Stage 1 is effective continue to be with familiar people. These include, for example:
• the friends they made in their Reception class or Foundation Stage unit
• the same teaching assistants or teachers
• parents and carers continue to be involved as partners in their children's learning. This won't happen without headteacher's commitment, a wholeschool approach and a variety of strategies for improvement which include:
Strategies for improvement
• Key Stage 1 educators/curriculum co-ordinators visiting Reception classes, Foundation Stage units and nursery classes;
• drawing up and executing an action plan to improve transitions in school;
• introducing parents to the principles and practice of transition;
• extending governors' understanding of the importance of achieving smooth transition and how this can come about;
• continuing professional development of new and existing staff and students. 
